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. By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
Tbe Coalition Party swept
yesterday's ASUNM general
election taking nine of 12 positions
fqr Senate, according. to unofficial
results released by the Elections
Commissi(,)n.
·
With 1244 students casting
ballots, the top v.ote-getter was Joe
Gorm.an with 489 votes. Pat
Toohey came in second with 478
votes, follqwed by Stephany LeMay
with 473. All three are Coalition
Party 9andidates.
Other candidates elected, pending official results which will be
available Friday, Were John Kelso
and R.J. Laino each with 467, Beth'
Smith with 458, David McCrane
with 446, incumbent Mimi Swanson
with 442, Marc Seidman with 439,
Leroy Warin and incumbent Elva ·
Benson each with 437 and Mildred
Arviso with 434. ·
· A constitutional amendment on
filling vacancies left by a senator'!!
resignation passed by a wide margin
of 648 votes with 732 persons
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·

Election

·

voting in favor of the amendment.
Other candidates received votes
as follows: incumbent Tom Fisher,
401; Scott Reynolds, 394; Kristi
Hall, 388; Cornelia White, 359;
Greg Nibert, 343; Bob Bodine, 333;
Ne\ly White, 311; Sam Sparks, 298;
Terry Dean, 282 and Jacob Vigil,
_,_.. 275.
Les Marshall, ASUNM attorney
general ~aid the tu(nout was indica·
tive of a fall general election. Last
fall there were 1366 voters, 878 less
than this semester. There were more
than 3000 voters in , the spring
gc;neral election last semester.
Marshal said the "campaigning
wasn't as strenuous as it has been in
the past." He said "We're trailing
off 'from the involvement of the
1960s and we' rc getting back to the
1950's 'panty raid' style."

••
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In With
The New.

• •

There were several write-in canUNM students take to the polls during Wednes- didates including Son o~ Sam, t.he
day's election of ASUNM senators New Me .
Neutron Bom, Betty .r·ord, Tun
•
•
'XICO Gallagher, Damon Tob~as, Woody
PubliC Interest Research G10up (NMPIRGJ board Herman, Karl Marx, President
of dirflctors were also on the ballot.
Davis and George Hanover.

Ne\N Mexico.
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Wait~

Lip Service submissions
must be turned into the LOBO
office, room 138, Marron Hall,
by noon for publication the
following day.

for Suggestions

Tuition Views Travel to BEF

By ED LOPEZ
LOBO Staff Writer
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The po's'sibility of a · hike in
.tuition cost for UNM students next
fall ·and legislative appropriations
·for the University are some of the
topics expected to b-e discussed by
UNM officials and the staff of the
state Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) meeting in Alamagordo
today.
The UNM contingent, headed by
Pr.esident William E. "Bud" Davis,
will have a "working meeting" with
the BEF staff in preparation for the ~
BEF meeting today said Bill Weeks,
associate director of University
relations.
Weeks said the administration
does not have an established
position going into the meeting, but
rather is waiting to react to the
recommendations made to the
BEF. ''We'll have a more definite
position after the ineeting," said
Weeks.
·Four finance. options were,
presented to the BEF several
months ago· by its staff, Weeks
said. The BEF then directed the
staf( to develop more options. "We
don't have any idea of what some
of tbose other options may be , "·
said Weeks.
,
ASUNM Lobby Committee
Cairman Leonard Garcia said he
and ASUNM President Tom
Williams . will attend the BEF
meeting to present the Lobby
Committee's .position on tuition
rates for UNM.
· ·
The committee is opposed to any
tuition increase for the next
academic year and supports the use
of a uniform tuition rate in
determining finances for all six
state universities. The committee
also opposes tuition. increased in
·resident tuition instead of nonresident tuition, and any tuition
increase that would not in its entirety benefit UNM.
According to the Lobby Committee's position paper, support of
a uniform tuition rate, not a tuition
increase, would support a statesupported university's purpose of
offering education~) opportunities

Garcia said there should be a
to as many citizens of the state as relative to the tuition issue, a tour uniform tuition rate.
_of
the
UNM.
cam~us
:Jm
.
state
"Technically
there
is
a
formula
more
equitable way of financing
possible.
Garcia said the committee's.top legisla~ors Nov.. 17,-.~a.l\~t;:;,l~c.:~:.• ~Q)X;\'.?.u~. ig.~ ~~e?_, ~ilu!~p~ot,m,~ch"'lj,stat.c .."~nive!J!!ie~ .t~-at ;I~~~ln,ate~.
priority is to lobby for a uniform reception for legislators m Santa Fe It's not enougn of a formu1a · pohticaf c6nsJderatiorts frotn ll1e
tuition rate tip until and during the prior to the session, and collecting anymore," said Garcia. "The decision-making process. "We need
legislative session in January. Part information and data of state current formula leaves enough a simplified budget formula that
of the Lobby Committee's effort university funding going back to room for legislators to stick their will not be jostled around or have
any personal prejudices in it," said
includes attending all meetin~s 1970 to develop a formula for a fingers into it and change it."
Garcia.

ElectroniC Messages
To Flash UNM Arena

"Essentially what is happening,"
he said, "is that UNM tuition
increases are subsidizing other
universities in the state. It's not as
clear-cut as that, you have to look
at percentages.''

MEC
Receives
Rebuke

.
"""""'~
., .
Pat Sullivan, Dave Thompson and Frank Harrison work on the new Un;versity Sports Amna
score board. The board will flash messages and pictures.
years ago. "The new system," Freictell said,· ''Will
~ty BILL ROBERTSON
utilize the latest in electronic technology. It will be as
LOBO Staff Writer
well as or better designed than those made comA group of electrical engineering students arc
merically."
worki'ng on a $250,000 project-the design .and
The 26-member team of students is working on a
construction of an electronic message system for the
volunteer basis, but they've kept work records so the
UNMArena.
value of the board can be computed for insurance
Jim Freidell, a senior electrical engineering major
purposes. '~Since July, when we started the project,
and .project coordinator, said the message system will
we've accumulated $90,000 in labor costs."
be .the ~nly one of it~ ki.nd in the country operating in a
The computer-controlled system will have the
umversity sports buildmg. He said, "It will be totally
capacity to, as Freidell says, ''do literally anything we
deS!gn~d, constructed, programmed, operated and
want it to do. It·will be able to flash complete statistics
ma~ntamed by I_llember.s of ETA Kappa Nu, an honor
"'data in seconds, it will have the capacity to project
society of electncal engmeering students."
graphics onto the boards, and we even thought up
The old system which was built by electrical
conflnuedon,..,1
·engineering stud~nts, was dest~oyed_ by fire several

An official letter of reprimand
has been given to the director of the
Multicultural Education Center
(MEC) by the University administration in response to the
incorrect documentation of two
purchase orders.
Ignacio Cordova, director . of
MEC, signed two purchase orders
for consulting services of Teresa
Salazar which were incorrect in
amount of services done and
nonexistent travel expenses.
John Perovich, vice-president of
Business and Finance~- said, "The
documentation of the purchase
orders were erroneous. I don't
think thete was any intent to
defraud the University. The letter
of reprimand is from the prvost's
office, the University attorney, and
my offic't"
·
David Darling, dean of the
College of Education, said, "To
correct this incident, meetings have
been scheduled with the MEC staff
to discuss procedures to make sure
that they are known and followed.''
Cordova . said, "It was just a
mistake in putting down the proper
information.''
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Against South Africa

Arms Embargo Expected
UNITED NATIONS (UP!) The United States announced
Wednesday the western countries
and the three African mcm bcrs of
the U.N. Security Council had
agreed on a resolution imposing a
mandatory arms embargo against
South Africa.
"I believe that a basis for consensus has been reached," Deputy
U.S. Representative Donald F.
McHenry told reporters.
McHenry and the other four
western members of the

Britain, France, West Germany and
Canad<1 reached the un·
derstanding on a revised resolution
at a meeting with the ambassadors
of Benin, Libya and Mauritius
Wednesday Morning.
McHenry said the agreement now
must be approved by the full
African group which is formed by
the 49 African delegations at the
United Nations. Diplomatic sources
expected the group 'to give its okay.
The council is expected to impose

GAINS
CENTER
ITRACTION
CORONADO CENTER
MALL-SAT. 'NOV. 5th

lOA.M.- 6 P.M.
SHOWING
LARGEST SELECTION
OF MOTORIZED BIKE
MAKES & MODELS
EVER.

5 European Brands 14 models
on display & demonstration.
GET UP TO 150 MPG OF FUEL.
Featuring the •••

Garelli motorized bicycle.
Layaway now
For
Christmas.
LEAD & CORNElL SE
268-4SS7

~~~l~

the embargo today or early Friday
by unanimo'Us decision if its 15
member s receive approval from
their governments.

'By United PrE7~ International

Don't Bogart that Pipe

"We have reached agreement,"
Ambassador Mansur Rashid Kikhia
of Libya, council . president for
November, told UPI following an
afternoon meeting.

MIAMI - Officials at the University of Miami think a student may
be stealing pipes from the organ at the Episcopal Chapel to use as
marijuana-smoking "bongs."
Fourteen of the pipes values at about $600 in all and a ranging in
length from three and a half feet to the size of a cigarette holder have
been taken since the opening of classes.
"The incidents were too selective to be simple vandalism," said
Rev. Henry Minich. "Some students have told me the pipes could be
used as a bong .."
.
He said he has been told that by using the pipes for bongs a
marijuana smoker "could inhale an extra string dose."
Munich said although the church used to be opened 24 hours a day,
the thefts have forced him to initiate 9 a.m. to 5p.m. hours.

British Ambassador Ivor Richard
said "two or three minor drafting
points in the resolution" had to be
cleared up but that western
delegations had accepted African
demands for a ban on "cooperation
with South Africa in the
development of nuclear weapons"
and a review on licensing contracts
for arms manufacturing.
McHenry said the governments
of the western countries must clear
the language of the resolution since,
if approved by the council, "it
automatically becomes domestic

Pope Says LHe "Fflding'
VATICAN CITY- Pope Paul VI referred to his own" fading life"
in all All Souls' Day general audience speech Wednesday.
The 80 year old pontiff, who has repeatedly said he feels death
approaching, told a group of newly married couples: "It is so pleasant
for a fading life to see the life that is kindles in your founding of new
Christian homes."
The Pope has often touched on the subject since he told Easter
worshippers in 1976: "Death for us cannot be far away."
Vatican officials, however, have said that apart from arthritic pains
in his knees, the Pope is in relatively good health for a man of his
years and working habits.
'

·Iaw.' 1
Canada and West Germany
presented a first draft resolution in
the council on behalf of the western
powers Monday after Britain,
France and the United States had
· vetoed three African hardline
resolutions which demanded a
military embargo and· economic
sanctions.

2 Students Follow
Bakke's Footsteps.

A
R

WASHINGTON
Supreme Court Wednesday-this
(UPI)-Another "reverse one dealing with required Black
discrimination" case arrived at the representation on two student
groups at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
The University filed the appeal
after
two White students, Lawrence
New Mexico
Uzzell
and Robert Arrington, won
DAILY LOBO
at the fereral appeals court level on
Vol. 82
their challenge to the representation··
3814~1
No. 52
regulations.
TJ1c New Mexico DaliJJ Lob J Is JlUbllshed
Monday through 'Friday every regular week
After the students have had a
of the University year and weekly during the
chance to present their side, the
summer session by the Board or Student
Publicntlons of the University of New Mexico
justices will decide whether to
and is_ not !Jnancially a..-.soclated with UNM:
review the case.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
The court heard arguments last
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions e.t)Jressed on the editorial
month on an appeal by the
pages of The DoUy _Loba arc th~e ()( thf'
.University of California from a
aut11or solely. Unsigned oplnlon is that of lhtr
ct.lltorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
state supreme court decision
jlrlntcd ln The Dtt.lly Lobo nccessnril)'
striking down the special minority
lt.tnesents the views <If the Unlvcrsjty ()f New
Mexico.
admissions program, at the
University's Davis Medical School.
The "Reverse Discrimination"
lawsuit was brought by a twice·
rejected white applicant, Allan
Bakke.
In the North Carolina case,
Uzzell and Arrington objected to
student government regulations
which:
-Required that the student body
president appoint two Black
members and two women to the20member campus governing council
if
two are not elected.
The H p-25 gives you
-Permitted an accused called
keystroke programmability
before the student honor court to

E

L
L

Choose your secon
Calculator first
Hewlett-Packard's scientific
programmable calculator
• 72 built-in functions and operations.
All log and trig functions, the
latter in radians and degrees;
rectangular/polar conversion;
common logs; etc.
• Keystroke programmability. The
automatic answer to repetitive
problems.
• Full editing capability.
• Branching and conditional test
• Branching and conditional test
capability.
• 8 addressable memories.
• Fixed decimal and scientific
notation-plus engineering
notation.
• RPN logic system with 4-memory
stack.

Come in and try the HP-25 today
Reg. 125°0

rState Food Tax
RemgY,!~JJ rged

\l1(!)~(1[J)

at a remarkable pricelper·
formance ratio-with the
same . uncompromising
design and quality that go
into every Hewlett-Packard
pocket calculator, regar·
dless of price.

\
'\_
.Student Special_.......-

Net.Price

~

-::109.95~

_// jl

!1\

Sale ends
Nov.11, 1977

r--------------------------,

HOLMAN'S, INC.
Open Mon-Fri 8-5:30 Sat 8:30-4-:80
• Mastetcharge, Visa. and American Express accepted

request that tour ·OI cu~ •~v~u
judges be members of his or her
race or sex.
Uzzell and Arringtorr contended
that federal civil rights Jaw
guarantees them the right to attend
a state university free from of·
ficially approved discrimination,
. ;md that a. taXR.ay~r.shpuld not be
compelled to suiisiffite a: university
that sanctions discrimination.
A panel of the 4th U.S. Circuli
Court of Appeals ruled that
"without either reasonable basis or
compelling interest, the com·
position of the council is for·
mulated on the basis of race."
"This form of constituency
blatantly fouls the letter and spirit
of both the civil rights acts and the
14th amendment," the opinion
said.
The same ruling was made
regarding the honor court.
On re-examination by the entire
circuit bench, the panel was upheld
4-3.
The circuit court dissenters said
the White students lacked standing
to sue becuase "there is no actual or
threatened injury to them." They
also deplored the lack of a complete
record of "the whole story ... of
discrinination
or
non·
discrimination at the university."
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SATURDAY
November 5, 1977
Is Test Day For The

UNDERGRADUATE
ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM

''88 hQur test"
9:00a.m.

Rooms Designated on
Confirmation Card
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I
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LOBO Staff Writer
Two Albuquerque city councillors and members of several local
public interest organizations have urged Gov. Jerry Apodaca to
remove the state tax on food in New'Mexico.
Director Elizabeth Remage-Healy of the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group (NMPIRG) said the idea is a response to a
suggestion by the governor for a $30 million tax rebate. Healy said
that repeal of the food tax would result in an annual taxpayer saving
of $25 to $30 million annually. She said the savings would amount to
about enough money to pay for two weeks of food per year for an
average family.
City councillor Dr. Solomon Brown said the present tax on food is a
regressive tax one in a state with so many poor people. A -regressive tax
is one where the rate decreases as the tax base increases. While the
New. Mexico tax is not truly regressive, proponents of the tax repeal
say that its effect is regressive since even four per cent of a small income can be important to a low-income person. Brown said that the
states of New York, Pennsylvania and California have no such tax on
food.
Brown said he plans to work with the mayor,the state legislature
and the governor's offi~e to achieve what he calls a more fair and
equitable tax structure for the state.
City councillor Alan Reed said that collecting taxes and then
refunding them each year is "wasteful, inefficient and depressing to .
the economy." He said that (the state)"should put money in cir·
culation to stimulate economic growth and not take it out for
bureaucratic processing in Santa Fe."
Reed also called the food tax regressive, saying that food is a large
part of the budget of a poor person, especially for the elderly. He said
food is a less important cost priority to higher income people.
He suggested that the state combine the food tax cut with a revenue
sharing plan for funding the cities in the state. Municipalities will lose
some funding if the general fund is reduced without such a compensatory move, he said.
Barbara Petterson spoke for the UNM Coalition to Help Ease
World Starvation (CHEW'S), an educational group which teaches
alternate methods of raising food and supports similar international
efforts with donations, Petterson said many Americans spend up to 40
per cent of their income on food, and .that repealing the food tax
"would be the most equitable way for Gov. Apodaca to refund the tax
surplus."
New Mexico PIRG said the plan to abolish the food tax has been
endorsed by 12 other groups, including:
-The Associated Students ofUNM (ASUNM);
-The National Lawyers Guild, New Mexico chapter;
-The Albuquerque chapter of the National Organization of
Women and
-The National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
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A UNM Cancer Control
Based on nomination by
Program director has been named colleagues and votes of the
recipient of a top national health Committee on A wards and
award.
Recognition, the award honors
Robert L. DeFelice will receive achievement in the practice of
the Early Career Award of the health education.
Public Health Education Section of
DeFelice, 29, is currently the
the American Public Health director of prevention. The New
Association at a Nov. 2 awards Mexico Cancer Control Program is
luncheon in Washington, D.C.
responsible for prevention in·
tervention activities throughout
New Mexico and the Navajo
reservation.
His contributions in the area of
Indian
health include ~he
developm!;nt of comprehensive-

Workers
Ratify
Contract

Members of Communications
Workers of America (CWA) UNM
Local 8671 have ratified a contract
wage agreement for 1977-78 which
provides wage increases varying
from 21 cents to 42 cents per hour.
The recently ratified agreement is
retroactive to July4, 1977.
There are approximately 480
food service, service and craft
employes in the bargaining unit
covered by the agreement.
The union and the University
have a contract extending to June
30, 1979 with provision for annual
wage negotiations.
The current wage agreement is
effective through next June 30.

health services and manpower a.>
well as consumer health, physical
and
continuing
education
programs. He also had teaching
posts at the Navajo Community
College and Desert Willow Training
Center in Arizona.
DeFelice holds a faculty ap·
pointment in the department of
family, community and emergency
medicine, UNM School of
Medicine. He holds degrees from
the University of Michigan School
of Public Health and California
State University at San Jose.

The final accounting of the
University
Combined
Fund
campaign shows UNM raised 160
per cent of its United Way goal.
Vice President Marvin D.
"Swede" Johnson, UCF chairman,
reports the UCF drive raised
$53,008 for the Albuquerque
United Way, $20,000 more than the
University's United Way goal.
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Everybody's Heading to
the Garret
Opening Saturday
NovemberS

The Garret
619 San Mateo N.E.
268-0040
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United Way Goal
Exceeded at
UNM
..

I

contribute to UCF may earmark
their contributions for other than
United Way agencies, the grand
total in the UNM campaign was
$73,008, Johnson said.

"This was an exceptional
showing by University employes,"
Johnson said. "It demonstrates
clearly, I believe, fine communitymindedness on the part of the
Since faculty and staff who faculty and staff ofUNM."

Engineering Grads
Sperry Offers You Career Choice
Sperry Flight System ls a ieader in the design and development of AutQmatlc
Flight Control Systems_ for aircraft, Attitude Control Systems for space
vehicles and Avionics. We are located in sunny PhoeniX, one of the newest,
fastest growing areas In the country, YQU'IIIike the professional atmosphere at
Sperry. and you'll enjoy the relaxed western llfe style of Phoenix.

Career choice means:

Product Development
----m----

0

Nov.
3-9
Buy any
bong and get
• •
·a concert mm1
bong FREE!

Research
-oc-

Product Design

~

I
I~

Award Given

---DC--~

Circuit Design
---m---

Control Systems
---oc---

Analysis
It's up to You! Talk With Sperry!
Kay Knott will b& oh campus November 15
Sign up lri the Placement Office.

..JLsi=E~V
1r
FLIGHT SYSTEMS

21111 N. 19th Avenue

Phoenix, ArltOna 85027

GENERAL
STORE
Ill Harvard SE • 8117-Menaul NE

An Equ_SI Opportunity Employer MIF
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Readers React to Ou.r Irish Editorial

C!.f?J'J(e~~
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Editor:
Eire. Southern lrelanp has always been
On reading your editorial entitled "The predominantly Roman Catholic, but the
Proud Irish" which appeared on Tuesday North has been both Protestant and Catholic
Oct. ~5, I was disturbed by the tone and for centuries.
I too, even though 1 am one of the
content of the argument.
It is important to remember when unintelligent "pompous English," feel that
discussing the political situation in Ireland my country has "had too much influence in
that the country is divided into Eire and Ireland for too long" but am not as confident
Ulster, and as political realities these should as you, that if now they'd just pack their
not be confused. Furthermore, it is the bags ... and leave ... the ·Irish could live in
United Kingdom (not England) whose forces peace." Situations become rnore complex
are present in Ulster; the United Kingdom at with the advent of each successive
present comprising of England, Wales, generation, and what began (this itself is
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
debatable) as a situation in' which it was easy
In your article you say, "going l;>ack to the to distinguish right from wrong, has become
days of Parnell and the Phoenix Park mur- a nebulous mass of inconsistencies, inders, the Irish woulcj have been better off if justices, corruptions and exploitations.
left alone." This is a simplification. It was Some native Americans may feel that the
James I who first confiscated Ulster, cause of most of their -problems was those
displaced its n!Jtive population and in- "pompous English" (but weren't some of
traduced "Scotch adventurers", people of a those, Irish too?) However it would be
different race and religion, into the country unrealistic to expect the new Americans to
which had rejected the Reformation. The "get the hell out", just as it would be to
Irish then suffered grave injustices under expect all those Protestant Irish to leave
Cromwell, and have been the victims of Ulster, (whose ancastors were the perreligious prejudice in some form or other ever petrators of the original crime) even though
since. The _cause o~ the conflict. is at least that would put an end to the conflict there.
four. centunes old: It does not Simply date
James Joyce, whom you mention in your
back to Parnell and the Independence of article saw this parallel when he wrote in

Editorial

Unhappy Voters
We were disappointed and dismayed to see the low voter turnout at
Wednesday's ASUNM fall general ele~tion.
The turn-out was the low~st for a general election in this decade.
WE'RE NOT SURE where the blame lies for such low interest in the
election. To be sure, some of it lies with the students themselves. We
can put mutch blame on the shoulders of. those students who bitch and
moan about the unresponsiveness in student government, but then
never bother to vote.
We also have to look at the caliber of the candidates and the track
record of present ASU NM senators for the rest of the blame.
One student who works for us put it this way, "Why should I bother
to vote. They're all the same anyway. They promise a lot but when they
'.--77 ~-"
get into office they turn out like all the rest."
PERHAPS THIS IS a statement that everybody makes !'Jbout all c.:;~.,.~~H
politicians, not just ASUNM. But the winners of Wednesday's election
would do well to listen to this complaint. And all ASUNM-associated
workers should do a little soul searching when they see a low voter
turnout.
Obviously it indicates a dissatisfaction with student government.
If we were ASUNM, we would not be discouraged by the lack of -- g
interest. We think it ought to make senators and other aides work even
harder to make ASUN M more responsive. The turnout can't get much
lower. But it will if student dissatisfaction continues.
TO ALL YOU WINNERS: Cut out your campaign platform from
Tuesday's L,OBO. Tack it up in your office or room at home and read it
once in awhile.
It might help to get a larger turnout next time, if you're responsive
this time.

E'ditor's Note
A story in last week's LOBO about New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group's (PIRG) affirmative action policy has caused both us
and PI RG some concern and we have decided to try to clear up the
matter.
The main topic of concern was our use of the word "Quotas" in our
headline to the story "PIRG To Use Quotas in Hiring."
The PIRG representatives are concerned because they say federal
law prohibits them from using quotas and they were worried that
people might be mislead by the headline. PIRG says its new policy is
designed to achieve goals, not quotas.
WE ADMIT OUR use of the word did not consider the legal ram:
nifications, but we maintain our right to use the word because our
dictionary defines a quota as, "a share of proportion which each of a
number is called upon to contribute, or which is assigned to each;
proportional share."
PIRG representatives were also upset by our editorial "By Any Other
Name" in · which we said the affirmative action policy was
discriminatory.
WE ADMIT THAT we might have mislead our readers when we
implied that PIRG would hire less-qualified applicants who were
minorities simply because it felt it had to achieve its set goals. For this,
we apologize to our readers.
Under further questioning however, PIRG representatives admitted
that if two applicants, one a non-"minority" and the .other a "minority",
were equally qualified for a position, PIRG would hire the minority
applicants. We maintain our position that this would be discrimination
and therefore, the PIRG affirmative action policy is discriminatory.
We never intend to mislead our readers and if we have in this instance, we apologize.
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Editor:
It is good to see the LOBO sometimes confront the
academic community with questions of wider
relevance than immediate campus issues. However,
the complexities of a situation should not be totally
washed out simply because a majority of readers have
less information than the editorial writer.
·
Your piece on "The Proud Irish" was simplistic in
the extreme; it needs some amplification. Ia) The
fallacy of Rory O'Brady's position lies in forgetting
that money brings influence. To look for American
money, as he did, while asking America (orwhateaver
potion of it contributes) to "stay out" is naive.
(b) To call for a military withdraw! of British forces is
not enough. Few Irish people, any persuasion, want
the British. army to stay, but the real questions are
when to withdraw and under what conditions. Simply
to pull out subita, with no concern for the mess that
has been made by generations of British mis-rule, is
not an option, even for a power like Britain which has
some experience in creating post-colonial mess.
0(c) Notions 'Of independence, which would have
made sense to Parnell, no longer make sense today.
Certainly, the Irish would rather take care of their own
affairs, but this has become increasingly difficult for all
small states. The Republic of Ireland, nominally independent for half a century, is part of a network of
international capitalism which is progressively eroding

TH& 7RICX, U7TL8 8/JfXJY,
/5 70 ASK THe 70/JGH
QUI5STION AT PRECISELY
TH& RfGHT TfMe! YOIJ
1/lSO HAVe 70 /?8AI.LY
XNOIAJ YO/JR. S/JBJF3CT!

Hillerman's Side
October31, 197?
Editor:
A recent article in the LOBO has left some with the impression that 1
favo! m.andat~ry retirement at 65 for faculty, and that--since I work for th(;l
presidents office-- I must be speaking for President Davis. As a matter of
fact, I'm not aware of Dr. Davis' position on this issue.
The statement about making room for thousands of starving young PHD's and for women and minority members came in a discussion of
arguments f?r. and against P';l?ding retirement age legislation. My own
personal opm10n, for what 1t s worth, is that the arguments against
mandatory retirement at 65 outweigh those for it.
Tony Hillerman

Bakke Day Safe
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Editor:
It was 1984, and people were getting ready for the upcoming national
holiday, "Bakke Day". Since that famous day in 1978, that the
Supreme Court ruled in favor of a wealthy California engineer, 10 new
medical sc.hools had been built. One in his honor.
Children were playing in the streets, mothers were decorating the
windows, and fathers were out shopping. Everything was going well
until the red alarm at LYNCH (Love Your National Crisis Headquarters)
went off.
"Men," LYNCH Director Omar Glad, with tears rolling down from his
eyes, said, "we have a terrible crisis. A crisis that may shame Bakke
Day."
Screams of "no, no, no" came from the audience.
"Yes, we've just 'got word that at Bakke Medical School a Black man
has passed the exam with a 4.0. This is a worst crisis than that women
who tried two years ago."
"That is impossible," Senator Money yelled, "the exam was
fullproof. It was better than the 1.0. test we give to kids. It was
fullproof."
"Yes, but ..• gentlemen! Please be sitted, no need to get overly
emotional about it."
•
"What about question 12, he had to fail on that one, the question to
name 3 famous people.''
"No, I'm afraid he got it right. Unlike the other Blacks who usually
put King, Kennedy, and Lincoln, this one putHimmler, .. gentlemen
please!"
•
"He cheated. Some liberal gave him the correct answer. Probably
some teacher who is always trying to fight for their ... "
"What about the question on "who discovered America 7", Senator
Vile interrupted.
"That too he got right. We were expecting him to put 'American
Indian', but he hit us with 'Columbus'.
"Are there any solutions? This is unfair. Forty of those seats at Bakke
are saved for sons of senators and special people. If we have to
give ... just the thought ills me." Senator Vip was in tears.
"We only have one solution ... "
The crowd stood up, "what, please ... now ... "
"Back in the late 1970's, ~orne college dean came up with two great
ideas. One was to raise the grading curve in a Spanish class to a 97, so
that students' total GPA would be lower."
"But our instigator never took Spanish," one protested.
"Let me finish. His second idea was to flunk 50 per cent of the class,
no matter how smart the students were.''
Joy filled the room. "Yeah, we're saved."
And so Bakke Day was saved.
D. Candelaria

Editor:
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Movement.
.
The Irish Republican movement
stands for the overthrow of British
imperial rule in Ireland. It is fighting
for an independent 32 county Irish
socialist republic and opposes all
foreign financiers, ·Speculators,
monopolists, landlords and their
Irish collaborators. Sinn Fein, the
Workers Party, and the Official Irish
Republican Army are the leading
bodies
of the
Republican
Movement. The breakaway of the
Provisionals was due to the
development of socialist politics
within the Republican movement
during the 1960's. The Provisionals
rejected the working-class politics

EditOf:Vo

Spanish 1011
Another test, another curve. The new curve is as ridiculous as the first.
Is the primary purpose of the language department to fulfill the
necessary language requirements of the other colleges, or is it to enable
the student to use a language in a practical way?
Here it is over halfway through the first semester and I still can .not
"hear" Spanish. When I spoke to the professor about this problem he
assured me I would be able to "hear."
Dear God when?
1 ask and many others ask the instructors to speak slower. Not oneword-at-a-time but slow enough so that we hear words not just sounds. If
for the first six weeks the instructors worked primarily for comprehension
by all the students, the students without a Spanish background could
make up, to some degree, for the 18 or more years advantage some
students have. Then too, the curve might not have to reach to a grade of
46 for a passing grade.
I invite my fellow students in Spanish, who feel as I do, to sign this letter
and give it to their instructor. The instructors would then send the
message up the chain of command and our plea might be "heard" and
acted upon.
Juanita T. Baker
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In Person
Gary Doberman

sovereignty and removing power to the EEC capitals,
to Tokyo, Toronto and the U.S. Mining profits now go
to Canada. Irish waters are the dumps for European
nuclear reactors. Japan builds dangerous chemical
plants, which the Irish government allows because
they bring jobs. With its growing dependence on the
"big powers", Ireland no longer has an independent
voice and vote in the U.N.
The sad realization is that expelling a military force is
only the first and most visible part of attaining independence. Not only does Ireland need Britain
(money, not troops), but it also needs the U.S.,
Canada, West Germany, Japan and any other country
that can boost its revenue in return for cheap labor
and few questions asked. Of course, it doesn't want
all this. It only wants a standard of living comparable
to the rest of Europe. The country is still waiting for
the genius who can figure out an acceptable price to
pay, without aligmnent with eastern or western blocs.
Such a genius should be popular in many small
countries.
Your editorial is based on the shibboleths of
nineteenth century nationalism: "struggle,"
"soverignty," "pride" etc,. It would b nice if the
enemy were indeed "British pomposity"; it makes a
much easier target than the multi-layered web of
interests that is the milieu of the present contest.
Ferrel Corcoran
Visiting Lecturer

New Bell Curve
Improvement

8/JT CAN VOU

I wonder what your reasons were for ~
writing this article? Were you concerned
about political principles, or were you even 0
concerned about the slaughter in Northern e!.
Ireland? Was this a racist attack on the .:;
English - or was It simply journalism? We all
know that an irrational, bigoted editorial .8"
draws redsponses. If the latter was your
reason, o you need to attract attention to 0
yourself and your newspaper and thus flatter
your ego by irresponsibly using a situation of ;r
grave importance? And if you were sincere, ;;,
do you understand what Ireland is today? It is
a political reality, not an idealistic concept
full of pride and heroicism; and until we think
of it realistically and forget about the
romance, we will never find a solution,
because, as W.B. Yeats said in 1913:
"Romantic Ireland's dead and gone,
It's with O'Leary in the grave."
Go there and see.

")think Go.r_y Dobermo.n Is o.n o.rtist of film ... o.nd 1 co.n onl_y
no.me under twent_y In the no.tlon. Yes, there o.re very few
people I recognize o.s o.rtlsts reo.lly dedtco.ted to mo.klng
works of lo.sting vo.lue in ftlm, o.nd Go.ry Is one of them. And c.
very greo.t one o.ctuo.lly."
-Sto.n Bro.kho.ge

With the following films:
Tree 1966-1973 • Silent Window Thinking 1972-1973 •
Autumn Loomings 1973-1977 • Fisheries 1973-1975 •
Full moon Notebook 1973-1975 • So.ndwomo.n's moon
1976 • The Old 1973-1976 • Domicile 1973-1977 •
The Rhyme 1977 • mo.ro. 1977 • Discussion o.fterwo.rds

Thursdo._y November 3rd 8:00pm on\_y
Students w/ID 1.50 Genero.l Public 2.00

The Union (sub) Theatre

tAppa /I ~~~~ts fr§Qrf! !Su'ian q~?ml!v/2~n: ins~ead

W?ul~ like to comm~n: on ~he
ed1tonal _The Proud lnsh wh1ch
appeared m the LOBO on Oct. 25.
While I am ple~sed that the edi:or
endorses the nght . of. the lnsh
people to s:l!·de;termmatlon and an
end to Bnt1sh rule of Northern
Ireland, I am appalled at the choice
of ·Rary O'Brady as a spokesman
for the Irish peep!~ .. O'Brad~ is a
leader of the Provisional Alliance
(or
Provisional
IRA).
The
Provisionals are an organization of
Irish traitors, although they are
often referred to as the IRA in the
western press. The Provisional
Alliance was formed in 1969, a
breakaway by ri!lhtist and militarist

11A!ANT7D SHOUJ 0/JR.
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'Simplistic, 19th Century'

Punishment Fits
We believe the administration has made a wise decision in sending a
letter of reprimand to the Multicultural· Education Center (MEC) in a
recent controversy over incorrect documentation of two purchase
orders.
There was no deliberate intent to defraud the University in MEG's
decision to sign two purchase orders for consulting services that were
incorrect in the amount of services done and non-existent travel expenses. The pe.ople involved were merely trying to fudge on some strict
rules.
The punishment fits the crime, if you will.

We'll put terce against force
says the citizen. We have our greater Ireland
beyond the sea. They were driven out of
house and home in the black 47. Their
mudcabins and their shielings by the
roadside were laid low by the batteringram
and the Times rubbed its hands and told the
white livered Saxons there would soon be as
few Irish in Ireland as redskins in America.
. Emotional argument, such as you employ
IS d~ngerous and only results in further
emotionalism. Hitler relied on this kind of
response: it is very basic and easy to exploit.
But ·to solve a complex political problem
requires some thought doesn't it? You
mention the "proud" "honest-to-God Irishmen" (surely a contradiction in definition,
especially since all Catholics have learnt
about the fall from grace) and the "pompous
English." It is this sort of ·generalisation
combined with your over-simplification of
the facts which leads to misunderstandings
Ufysses: -

wanted to launch a military
campaign in Northern Ireland. The
Provisionals have since been
responsible for the murders of
many Irish Protestant and English
working people thus eroding the
unity built up by the Irish civil rights
movement of the tate 1960's. The
Provisionals have also launched
murderous attacks (killing over 20
Republicans) on the Republican
movement,
Rory O'Brady is a leader of a
right-wing paramilitary organization
that has doubtful support among
the Irish people. The editorial was
on extremely shaky ground in
referring to him as an 'honest-toGod Irishman' as though he were
typical of Irish thinking. Thank God
he is not.
Gerard Bradley
Irish Republican Army
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s; At Health Insurance Forum
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Senator Stresses

Consumer Opinions Sought
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Cost was the prevailing conern at
a recent public forum on national
health insurance at the Airport
Marina Hotel.
"We wanted to get consumer
opinions from people who normally
do not have access to government
policy makers," said Eddie Bernice
Johnson of the Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare,
But in her experience with the
forums, she said, the majority of
participants have been doctors or
other people who provide health
services. "Unfortunately, the
people who· do not have access to
medical services, particularly if they
live in rural areas, often do not
have access to transportatibn," she
said.
Opinions presented to the panel
focused on three specific areas
outlined by HEW: coverage (what
kinds of services should be
provided for by the plan); equity or
access (how these services can be
implemented in rural areas); and
cost containment (the plan's cost to
the individual).
Hearin~~timony were John-

son; Fermando I::..C. DeBaca,
executive director, New Mexico
1-!SSD; Jerry Sconce, regional
administrator,
health
care
financing administrator; Manuel
Soliz, national health insurance
committee; and EC.E Hamilton
MD.
About 200 persons attended the

.

"IY,ational health insurance is the beginning of
socialized
medicine,"
said one Roswell physician.
event, held by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare at
President Carter's request that
widespread participation by the
public be encouraged.
Chairperson Eddie Johnson,
principal regional official for
region 6 of HEW, said the purpose
of the forum is to hear citizen's
views regarding a national health
insurance plan. The forums are
being held in each state.
Freel Mondmgon, president of

a

the New Mexico Hospital Assn.,
supported a national health plan
which would include in-patient and
out-patknt hospital services, drugs,
mental health services, preventative
services, physician's services,
rehabilitation services and longterm care. He also warned that any
program should not promise more
than it could deliver.
"Any increase expansion of
federal involvment in the financing
of health care will mandate a tax
increase of some magnitude," he
stated. "Because governmental,
employer, and personal expenditures for health care will, in
',:aggregate, increase."
Most doctors who addressed the
panel said that although the present
system of . health care was not
perfect, and that some kind of plan
was necessary, it would be best left
to the pri vale sector. The cost of a
national program such as the one
under discussion, would cripple the
economy and lower the standards
of care, they said.
"We should build upon the
strengths of the present system,
rather than radically re-structure
it," said Robert Zone, president of
the New Mexico Medical Society.
"National health insurance is the
beginning of socialized medicine,"
one Roswell physician said. "It is
the same thing that happened in
England, where there can be a
waiting list of 18 months for certain
types of surgery."
Dr. Morton
Dan,
another
Roswell physician, said, "If you
like the postal system, you'll love

Under
President
Carter's
proposed plan, national health
insurance would be mandatory and
would include various monitoring
systems to determine its effectiveness and uniformity of
application.
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Eliot's Nest
Jlresents

Bikini Contest%
Thursday Night Novembe•• 3rd

To enter:
Call 296-9626 ""
or stop by in person
Eliot's Nest
2294 Wyoming NE
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"f don't think we will get an
energy bill passe.d that does not
include deregulation," he said. "If
we get it at all, it will be within a
month."
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Domenici said, "This policy of
importing foreign gas at $3.50, and
selling domestic gas at $2.05 is
certainly not in our best interests."

Drinkers Pass
New Billy Beer
(UP!) -

downtown restaurants and bars
either didn't stock Billy Beer or
didn't believe it could succeed in the
city's competitive beer market.
"We won't display it even !lit IS
a hometown brew," said a shopkeeper in Louisville. "We're merchandising merchandise. We don't
care, even if it's billy goat beer."

"Of course it's new, but the

contlnu&d from ptJgo J

some Star Trek-type games we can punch in."
Using assembly-line methods, the team expects to
have the system finished by mid-.T anuary, in time for
the first WAC basketball game.
The display boards will be 67 feet long, and placed
at diagonal corners in the building. The boards will
hold a total of 5,460 light bulbs, but even so, said
Freidell, it will be reliable. "The three microcomputers that run the system will give it a high
assurance rate for reliability."
Freidell said the system will have the ability to check
its work, that is, as the signal is sent to the boards,

weeks to determine if the response
is due to the novelty or taste of the
beer, which the President's brother
endorsed as "the best I've ever
tasted."

they will make sure the data is correct, and send back
to the computers confirmation. The signal will then
appear on the boards with information for fans.
The system will be completely modular, Freidell
said. If there is a malfunction on one section of the
boards, that area can be replaced without affecting the
performance of the entire board. Also, Friedell said, a
spare micro-computer will be on hand in case one of
the original three breaks down.

"The system is being designed so that a person
without extensive knowledge with computers can
operate it," Freidell said.

The Cultural Program CoiUJDittee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall

Billy Carter is receiving an undisclosed royalty on the sale of each
can of Billy Beer.

At a downtown lounge, bartender Telly Hall said he wouldn't
stock Billy Beer inhis bar, which is
a popular lunchtime watering spot
for business men.

CJ>IDcl~m~ion

Hy midday Monday, a midtown
lounge featuring bottomless and
topless dancers reported it had sold
only a single six-pack of Billy Beer
to an occasional beer drinker who
"It's not that we don't want It," · planned to keep the cans as a
Hall said, "it's just that we don't souvenir.
have room for it.

One popular spot where Billy
Beer was doing a brisk business was
a khili and beer hall in the heart or'
Louisville's Germantown neighborhood.
.

by

Jerry Apodaca
Governor
State of New Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Domenici also said that he is
convinced that the U.S. can become
independent of natural gas imports,
but that independence would
depend on deregulation of natural
gas prices.

II

Grand Pt•ize: Trip for two to
Acapulco, l'tlexh~o

..
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The forum was the last held in
region six, which includes Texas,
Louisiana,
Arkansas
and
Oklahoma. Johnson said New
Mexico was average in comparison
to the others.

.• :. . . .

Dornenici said that development
of solar hardware, such as photvolteic cells and other solar energy
devices, hold the key for New
Mexico's economic development in
view of the nations's energy
problems.

Other suggestions made to the
panel included a proposal by Dr.
"Jt's a tough beer market," Hall
Timothy Schuster, assistant said.
,. professor of psychology at UNM,
that a health care program be
financed by industries that adHall said he believes Billy Beer is
versely affect national health, such an attempt by the financially ailing
" as the liquor and tobacco in- Falls City Brewerey to imporve its
dustries.
image enough to attract a buyer.

Any lady who enters receives S20
cash
Weekly winner receives Sl.OO cash

"Some providers of medical
services feel threatened by it,"
Johnson said. "They are afraid that
they will be unfairly compensated
for in their services, and they are
intimidated by what they feel would
be someone looking over theirshoulder."

~:JLI:

'D' Day on Campus

• •

r

"The great challenge for New
Mexico's future is applied solar
technology," said Sen. Pete
Domenici at a talk at the Robert 0.
Anderson School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.

national health insurance."
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UNM President William E. Devls attempts to go about his
fJveryday affairs confined to a wheelchair. He and othsr VIP's
around cempus psrticipeted in the Disabled On Campus
Awareness day Tuesday. Tho purpose of the DOC day was to
try to make students more aware of the problems disabled
persons are confronted with e(Jch dl'y of their livl's, Below, thl'
Bernalillo County wheelchair basketball team, the Zias roll up
against a team from the Countr Parks and Recreation dept.

Some providers of Billy Beer, backed with the signed response is very good, " said the
medical services. • .are endorsement and the discerning owner, Joe Murrow. "When you
intimidated by what taste buds of Billy Carter, went on get two out of three calls, it's a
sale this week, but beer lovers had good response."
they feel would be to go out of their way to find it.
someone looking over
A spot check showed many
Murrow said it would take three
their shoulder."
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8am to 5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-69.91
. Albuquerque
1307
Central
.
. NE
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Tonight, November 3, 8:15p.m.- The Arena
Tickets- Reset·ved 85.00· Gen. Adm. Advance 83.00- At the door 84.00
UNM Students, Fa~ulty/Sta:f:f,Seniors & Kids-lf2 Pt.•ice
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Hatpsichotdist Hete
Visiting harpsichordist Jane
Clark will perform in Keller Hall,
Thursday, Nov. 3, at8:15 p.m.
Residing in London with her
husband, composer Stephen
Dodge, Clark is an expert on the
subject of the correlation between
Spansih folk music and the music
of Domenico Scarlatti.
·--~h-~_<_JE_al_ll._ will include

By GEORGE GESNER
Ever since Roy Buchanan did the
"Messiah Will Come Again," he
has established himself as the true
messiah of blues and rock guitar.
Buchanan is a true talent that can
mold or bend toward the particular
type of music he is faced with
whether it be blues, jazz or rock.
On Loading Zone, Buchanan
plays with the best of musicians
which include Stanley Clarke

selections from the Premier Ordre
by Coupcrin, Partite 14 Soprn
!'Aria della Romancsca by
Frescobaldi and 11 Sonatas by
Scarlatti.
Besides discussing the works of
Scarlatti during the recital, Clark
will give free lecture Thursday in
room Ill! of the Fine Arts Center,
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

a

P..

(producer of the album), Narada
Michael Walden, Ron Foster, Steve
Cropper, Raymond Gomez, Jan
Hammer, Donald ''Duck" Dunn
and Will Lee.

To see the rock'n'roll interplay
between guitarists Buchanan and
Cropper on the classic "Green
Onions" is a real treat.
Walden and Clarke not only
.:ontribute dazzling musicianship to
the album, but each contributes
songs to the best Roy Buchanan
album to date.

With the above list full of so
many accomplished jazz musicians
and with an album under the
·direction of one of the best jazz
bassists in the world, it is surprising
Best cuts are "Green Onions,"
that this LP leans so heavily toward ''Judy," "The Heat of the Battle,"
rock with its fair share of blues. But "Hidden," "The Circle" and
".Ramon's Blues." A.
it comes as a pleasant surprise.

New Soul Group.Ros.Y

contlnu•d from pg. &

Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
'266-9887
ffion.-Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-6

All The Time"

Taking It All The Way
By KELLY SPENCE
Playing mainly jazz along with progressive rock and
funk, First Take forms a tight conbination. The
members, who are all UNM music students, include
Kenny Pierson (Keyboards), Phil Arnold (trombone),
Rick Metz (sax), Bob McCleash(drums), Lloyd Ch~nel
(guitar), and JolJn Blackburn (bass). They all have
musical bP.tCkgrounds ranging from school to
symphonic

.

There aren't very many groups that broke into the recording industry
quite like Rose Royce. In Full Bloom is only the group's second album.
The first album Car Wash helped push the movie. In fact, the album has
sold more than 2 million copies worldwide. In Full Bloom has been
recieving a good deal of airplay already.
Produced by Norman Whitfield, whose previous work includes The
Temptations, this album is nice and for the most part pretty smooth. But
In Full Bloom does have it's rough spots. You often find yourself lifting
the tone arm on your stereo and listening to another cut instead of just
letting the album play through. But don't get me wrong, there are several
strong showings on this LP. Jn particular, "Wishing on a Star", "Do Your
Dance" and the burner, "It Makes You Feel Like Dancing"
Rose Royce is still a young group, with excellent potential. I expect much
from them in the future. B.

LOBO photo byW,T.Hunt

Since forming in September, the band has played at
private parties, bars and on the mall. You can catch
them Friday on ChannelS's UNM Voices and Sunday
from 1 to 5 a.m. on radio station KUNM.
The group, whose music is influenced by Chick
Corea, looks enthusiastically ahead. First Take's
future plans include expanding sets to cover more
rock, adding a singer and playing the night club ctrcuit. So it looks as.if we have not heard the last
from F i r st Take.

,.

By JANE QUESNEL
Popejoy Hall was filled to the
brim when Julian Bream presented
a superb program of lute and guitar
music providing unparalleled thrills
and enjoyment.
Opening with three galliards,
Bream devoted the first half of the
program to the lute music of John
Dowland (1563-1626). Throughout
the evening he continued to group
his pieces in twos and threes while
providing a running commentary
on the backgrounds, forms, and
styles of each set.
Transporting eager listeners to a
period far back in his English
musical heritage, Bream closed the
first half with a Fantasia, the intriguing
subject descending
chromatically by semi-tones.
Beam's playing was natural,
warm, honest, and sincere. The

Flyer: This rock and roll group will
take off at the Subway Station in
the basement of the SUB on Friday
night. Cover charge is $1 for
students and $2 for public.
BrowJJ Sugar: This Latin rock
group will sweeten up the Subway
Station on Saturday night.
Stone Brothers: They'll keep Okie's
rocking this weekend.
Kurt Kelly:
Live at . the
Headquarters on Central, Kelly will
play Iiis way thorugh outlaw
country .. Kelly will play through
•·
Sunday.
As Is: The country, jazz and rock
group will keep the steak eaters
dancing at the Establishment at
Montgomery Plaza.
Billy C. Farlow: This former
member of Commander Cody and
His Lost Planet Airmen will spend
Friday and Saturday nights at the
Golden Inn in Golden.
Dave Ain't Here: This progressive
country band, soon to be featured
in Bandstand, will open for Billy C.
Farlow this weekend at the Golden
1nn.
Out of the Blue: Playing at the
Friar's Pub on Lomas between San
Pedro and Louisana, Out of the
Blue will play their soft disco
through Saturday.
Hank and Louie Wickham: These
guys have been around longer than
Frank Larrabee. They'll be playing
their new dance material at the
Friar's East (just north of the
freeway on Wyoming) this
weekend.
H. Hopper: The sound of Hopper
will keep Uncle Nasty's on Central
hopping this weekend.
Made in the Shade: Easily one of
Aibuquerque's tightest groups,
Made in the Shade will steam at the

lggy Popped
"Lust for Lije"!lggy Pop/RCA
AFLI-2488
By RICHARD HUGHES

We serve the best in Mexican food
Daily ll:OOA.M.-lO:OOp.m.
Business lunches 11 : 00-2:00

$1,99

THIS WEEK
Tues. thru Sun.

KertKelley
Next week
Last Mile Ramblers
Best in country
Swing&Rock

Happy Hour
5: 00 - 8: 00 Friday
Drinks 2 for 1

•

Daily
5:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat.
Drinks 2 for 1

Every once in a while an album
comes out that defies description.
Usually ignored because of unfamiliarity, it is quickly forgotten
and mercifully so.
lggy Pop has long been in this
class, and his latest, Lust for Life,.
is no exception. One look at the
cover photo or the song lyrics on
the back should be warning enough
that this album is definitely unique.
Lust for Life is hard to listen to
(don't expect radio play) at first. It
does not get much easier, although
familiar bits of music will stick out
eventually. As with its aptly named
predecessor,
The Idiot, lggy's
latest will never sound like a
Fleetwood Mac.
Appreciation of this album is
difficult , but for those who relish
off-the-wall albums, you may find
it rewarding.

Constance Intense
In the advertising for the Vortex
production of Peter Handke's play,
The Ride across Lake Constance, it
was asserted that this "could be the
most disturbing and perplexing
night you have ever spent in a
theater." The statement is oot very
far off in describing this grueling
play.
The Ride Across Lake Constance
is a direct confrontation of the ways
language forms, controls and
ultimately brutalizes us. Though
the play is not pleasant it is an
enlightening exploratin of everyday
human interaction through the use
of words.
Much like Sartre, Handke explores the sadistic-masochistic
aspects of human relations.
Handke's main concern is with how
language is manipulated to this
effect. The characters, completely
caught up in infantile power
struggles, use or abuse language to
realize their desires, whether they
be domineering or subservient.
Along with this problem, Handke
also explores the role language has
had in the development of this
condition.

Handke believes "one should
learn to be nauseated by language,"
that this would be "a beginning of
conscoiusness." Handke succeeds
very well at producing this effect.
Since seeing this play I have become
very self-conscious about saying
things like "as long as you're up,
get me this," or "Yeah, 1 'know
what you mean," when I really
don't.
As abstract and obscure as this
play is, the Performing Arts
Collective under the direction of
Linda Peterson put in fine performances. They added their mime
talents to develop the characters•
facial expressions and physical
mannerisms. There was a direct
correspondance between the way
the characters moved and the words
they spoke.
The actors, Cheryl Brown, Ron
Guilemette, Ellery Edwards,
Susanna
Hackett,
Deborah
Blanche, Miguel Sandoval and
director Linda Peterson all worked
without fictional names, thus
~1resenting particular characteristics
rather than personalities. This must
have been extremely difficult. The
actors must be commended for even

·sand !;i::''i,.':··,:':.·'·,,:i! dates I

Compiled By ROBERT SPIEGEL

music flowed easily from his skilled wrote "Noctun1al''afiei· JOhn.
fingers with never a trace of artistic Dowland" some 30 years ago for
bravura. The most difficult Bream. A set of variations on
passages were played with the same Dowland's tune "Come, Heavy
controlled ease as the less Sleep," was unusual in that its
technically demanding parts.
·construction places the 16th century
The guitar portion of Bream's theme after all the variations. This
program opened with two cello piece provided a welcome change,
preludes, and a fugue from the first showing a new side to Brem's
violin sonata by J.S. Bach. Bream amazing abilities.
Bream closed the program with
then moved into "Le Rossiniane"
by Mauro Giulani, a fantasy on "La Catcdral" by Augustin Barrios
operatic arias by the composer (1885-1944), and, after thunderous
Rossini.
applause, returned with an encore
written by Albeniz. "Cadiz" is one
The last pieces were very con- of the pieces from the Suite
temprorary in contrast to the
Espangnole by Albeniz, and under
preceding progrm of nearly all
Bream's touch, became a subtly
baroque music. Benjamin Britten exciting image of Spain.

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
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GuitQtist BteQms With Excitement
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through the weekend.
Sky Blue: A dance band that plays
both country and western and rock
and roll, Sky Blue will keep the
pizza eaters danc!ng at the Hog's
Breath on North San Mateo this
weekend.
Tocoma: This three-man country
rock group will be playing at
Chelsea's Pub in Coronado Center
Friday and Saturday nights.
Cosmic Charlie: This jazz-rock
group will keep Alfalfa's on Lomas
moving this weekend.
Jan Harrison: Easy listening at the
Big Valley Ranch Company (8904
Menual) this weekend for the steak
eaters.
Street Talk: This disco show band
will be yacking at Ned's on Central
through the weekend.

Petty Como
Wins Suit·
BURBANK, Calif. (UP!) - A
superior court jury has awarded
singer Perry Como $257,509 for
injuries he suffered \Vhen he fell off
a stage while taping a 1971 Christmas special for NBC.
The 65-year-old singer filed suit
in 1972 for $1 million against NBC
and two production companies,
charging negligence. ·
Como suffered a compound
fracture to his left knee and injuries
to his left foot and hip when he
tumbled from the stage while taping
"Perry Como's Winter Show."
He contended that he was unable
to perform for more than six
months after the accident and lost
$1 million in income.
Thejury ordered that the judgment be paid by NBC and Pasetta
·Productions In.:.:c~·------=

UNffi Students: The Deadline to Rppi!J
for Admission for Spring 1978 is Wednesdo!J.
November 30, 1977
Applications o.re avo.ilable in the
College of Fine Arts Advisement Center.
Fine Arts Center. room 1103.

'

~
Very fine European &

attempting such an abstract conception, and also, for dong it so
well.
The set was brilliant. If the play
itself was at times obscure and
difficult, the set was simple and
direct. All the furnishings and
background were black and white,
except for a narrow strip of light
blue over dark blue (presumably an
ocean scene) in the center of the
background. Handke's world of
language is stark and bleak, but the
strip of blue insists that the
starkness is not necessary. · ,
Throughout the play, the
characters never acknowledged the
window of blue. They were totally
absorbed in .the black and white
world of circular interactions which
offered no escape of relief. The
strip of blue is the only clue that
there is any possibliity of rising
above the limitations of ourselves
and our language.
This is indeed a "distrubing and
perplexing," not to mention gutwringing, play. The Ride Across
Lake Constance continues at the
Vortex through Nov. 4, 5, 6 and II,
12, 13.

Food

Indonesian
Dinner Special
Loempia
T elur Berlada
Bami or Nasi Goreng
Beverage

210

serving all day

Serving luncl1 and ·
dinner

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

The ,.

1111111 1!1!1111
In The Student Union Building Base111.ent
Friday, November 4
Rock "N' Roll Hoochie-Ii.oo With

DW'D•
XIII! •10
llillll

Saturday, Nove111.ber 5
. ·
A Return Appea••ance By Funky

111,11111111

:

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Cofltlnu· ~on pg. 9

Adler's work has appeared in
numerous magazines including The
Nation, San Marcos Review and the
New Yorker. She has also appeared
in the anthologies, "The New
Yorker Book of Poems" and ''The
Indian Rio Grande, Recent Poems
From Tftree Cultures." Admission
to the reading is free to all.

Constance Indonesian

"In Full Bloom "!Rose Royce/ WH 3017- Whitfield records
By BRIAN MATTHEWS

University Store I'm sick and tired of spending a
on tapes and records
2222 Central S.E. fortune
and I'm not going to take It
255-2225
anymore!
ffion.-Thurs. 10-IO
Fri. Sat. 10-12
"Gettln Better
Sun. 12-6

Tonight the Poetry Series will
present a reading by Santa Fe poet,
Lucile Adler at 8 in the Humanities
Building Theater. Lucile Adler has
published two books of poetry, The
Traveling Out by Macmillan, and
The Society of Anna by Lightning
Tree Press. Both books arc
available at Zimmerman Library.

Admission P••ices
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One Guc~t)
st.OOcach
Public.s2.00 each
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UNM Students In
All-Star Match
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The statistics on Lobo quarter.back
C. J. Jones and safety Max
"
~
Hudspeth
showed they played a
;;:
good
game
against New Mexico
z" State last weekend.
What they
o"
.....
didn't show though was the super
gp" team leadership each man
p.,
displayed.
'><!

As a result of the fine play and
team leadership by Jones on offense and Hudspeth on defense,
both men were tabbed as this
week's Daily LOBO players of the
Week.

HAYAY SHALOM

Recor.ded Message
Phone 296-8568'
f

Okies
~;ge;
daily 11-3

Presents·
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

BEHIND all gre·at BARS
Attention
Business Students
..

-·--

Statistics Deceiving

u

f

... --.-.

Jones was six often for 105 yards
scored a touchdown. Jones'
splendid play was halted in the third
quarter when he suffered an injury
to his throwing arm. "
Jones, who started his first
varsity game Saturday in Las
Cruces and is scheduled to start this·
Saturday night at University
Stadium against Texas-E) Paso,
While Jones and the offense were
on the bench, Hudspeth and the
defense were taking~ care of the
Aggie offense.
Hudspeth picked off one Ag
aerial, sackeo State's quarterb11ck
on a beautiful safety blitz, made
key mid-air hits on Aggie receivers,
and ran back two punts for 40
yards.

sponsored by the ATM Business Association
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Four UNM Students are among
the 17 players representing the All
Stars. They are Tommy Beuhler
Paul Gesner, Jorge Jacome and
Mauricio Gonzalez.

•

~'*~tll

Max Hudspeth

Picture, if you will: 1973. More
than 300 fans have paclced the
bleachers in the brand new,
$3,000,000 University Natatorium
to watch the UNM water polo
team, led by All-Americans Eric
Hansen and Rick Klatt, battle with
U-Cal Irvine.
Just minutes before they had seen
UCLA narrowly defeat rival USC
in a well played but rugged fist-fest
that left both teams mentally and
physically exhausted.
Now, the water is calm. The
Lobos, clad in skimpy red suits and
white numbered caps, surround
coach John Mechem as he barks
out
instructions
and
encouragement.
Finally, seven of them enter the
water, one taking his place in front
of the goal. The rest line up on
either side and upon the signal,
grasp with one hand the pool side.
Slowly, they place their toes firmly
upon the pool wall, glaring straight
ahead into the eyes of the opponent, ready to spring.
That's a picture of the 1973
NCAA Water Polo Championships
in which the formidable UNM team
finished in a tie for fifth nationally.
It's a picture of one of the proudest
moments the UNM Athletic
Department, and certainly the
swimming program have ever seen.
But today the future of UNM
water polo looks bleak. The athletic
deepartment, citing what Assistant
Athletic Director Ike Singer
referred to as a "lack of interest by
the players as well as the coach" in
1976 stripped theo' prograin of- it's
varsity status and withdrew
financial backing.
Singer elaborated, saying "We
(he and Rick Klatt, who assumed
the head coaching slot in 1974 when.
Mechem left, then quit himself
after the '76 season) discussed this
some time ago when he was

SEll HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Be our exclusive rep on your
campus- ALL BRANDS
WRITE

AUDIO OUTLET
325 Pascack Avenuo
Washing1onlownship.- Jonev 07675
Attention: Arle,. Muzyka (201) 666-8868
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Members of the UNM water polo team practice in the
UNMpool.
coach ... lt
was
a
mutual
agreement." Singer quoted Klatt as
saying, "I don't care," when asked
about the retention of the sport at
the varsity level.
Klatt, reached in Dallas, thought
differently. "Hoo Boy!" he said in
a surprised voice, and quickly
added, "I would whole-heartedly
disagree with anyone who says
there was a lack of interest in water
polo at UNM."
"We'd have 20 non-scholarship
players come out twice a day for
practice. And if that's a lack o'r
interest ... "
Singer also noted "There were
not enough teams· in this area. It's
not a conference sport by the way."
That, Klatt agreed with. "Water
polo is a California dominated
sport." He thought about that for a
moment, and moaned "We (UNM)
had teams that competed on their
level. I'm certainly sad to see it
go.''
Enter now Sam Jones, colorful
first year coach of the men's and
women's swim teams, who shed
some more light on the decision.
"The department didn't feel the
cost of financing the (polo) team
was worthwhile." He added that in
the past, money alloted the swim
team was "split to make room for
water polo."

"Expenses for travelling are
pretty big," he explained. Indeed,
in 1973, the year the Lobos fared so
well, the polo team spent $2,878 on
travel alone, compared with $1,700
the men's swim team spent last
'
year.
Enter also Dave Lee, 23, a 1977
UNM graduate, and other past and
present Lobo swimmers who refuse
to let the polo program die.
Together, they've formed the UNM
water polo club in hopes of keeping
the interest alive. But neither the
department, said Lee, nor the new
coach are cooperating.
"We just got screwed out of out
pool time." he said. "We were
practicing in the afternoon (three
days a week at the Natatorium).
But now the UNM swim team
started, and also the University
Swim Club, (an AAU club) and the
whole pool is taken up."
Now the team practices three
mornings a week before 8 am, a
change that diminished interest in
the club and brought about a sharp
reduction in attendance. ,
Lee sounded discouraged at this
thought, and sighed, "Losing our
pool time almost, I don't know how
long the team's going to be
lasting."
Jones acknowledged the need for
water polo, saying, "It's of great
value to the swimmers." He hinted
that the 1978 budget should be
"more than ever before" and
hoped that "someday water polo
will be a varsity sport again and I'll
be looking along those lines in the
future."
The interest, at least that of the
players, . according to Klatt, will
always be there, though he was
"sad because New Mexico water
polo was the only team, except for
maybe the· gymnastics team, that
UNM had that was always a
national finalist."
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America with the German Air
Force. The two teams played in
September 1976 when the New
Mexico team overpowered the semiprofessional German team 5·1.
More than 3000 people attended the
event, and many more are expected
this weekend,

HOckey R.eturns

Challenge hockey hits the ice at the State Fair Coliseum Friday and
Sunday, Nov. 4 and 6, at 8 p.m. Friday night's action includes the Kirtland
Jets challenging the Albuquerque Raiders.
The Jets are loaded with three hard skating wings who hockey fans
remember from the fast skating and hard playing Chaparrals team.
Dwight Stockholm, Dave Kortz, and Bob Peterson are the fastest skaters
in this year's "Challenge Series."
The Raiders will counter with the professional play-making and stick
handling of Bobby Hull's previous line-mate Cal Swenson, from the World
Hockey Association.
Swenson has sharpened the skating of Albuquerque's own generation of
hockey .greats with Chuck "The Rifle" Thompson, and Terry "The Bear"
Snyder at defense and hard skating Gerry Church and Dan Snyder at the
wing position.
Friday's game looms as a wi4e open, hard-skating crowd pleaser.
Tickets for the game are available at the Tingley Coliseum box office. The
prices are $1, $3 and $5.
A limited number of free tickets are available at the LOBO office in
room 138 Marron Hall.
"

"I guess mere's something inside
of me that makes me want to run. I
like being in shape," she said.
Cross country is "so individualistic, What you accomplish, you accomplish on your
own," Middleton said.
Sa!urday she and her teammates
will try to qualify for nationals by
competing in the regional meet in
Utah.
"I'm already psyched for
regionals," she said.
"When I'm competing, I like to
do the mile. I think it's an exciting
race. I like to run the longer
distances for enjoyment," she said.
When she's not competing, she's
the outdoor type who likes to fish,
shoot and ride horses.
"I noticed when I'm running, my
grades get better," she said. "The
discipline I get from running helps
my grades, but I don't have as
much time as I'd like.
With regionals coming up,
Sandoval decided to have a month
without any meets in order to get
the women in top shape for the big
meet and Middleton has her own
way of getting ready.
The night before a race Midd1eton plans out the race in her
mind.
"1 try to go through all the
possibilities so if something does
happen,
l'mshe
ready
she said.
She said
feelsfor
thisit,"
year's
team
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The match is bdng sponsored by
·The visiting team is comprised of the Albuq\terque. Youth Soccer
German nationals serving in Organization.

By ED JOHNSON
but they showed up in my runLOBO Sports Writer
ning."
Virginia Middleton almost gave
"When you come out of high
up.
school you're number one on the
She had seen the hopes and team; when you go to college you
dreams of the summer of 1976 turn don't have that same prestige," she
into the frustrating thoughts of the said.
winter of 1976.
The Gallup High graduate said,
Middleton is a cross country "the high school coach got us
runner the third best on the UNM nervous by yelling at us. Tony
team and now, in her sophmore (track coach Sandoval) never yells
year, things have started to come .at us. He's like another teammate."
her way.
She said she did a lot of sprint
"Seems like I just got everything work in high school but she prefers
together now," the quiet Middleton the longer distances because "the
said.
further I rim, the better I do" .
"Last year it was all so new. I
wasn.'t used to college training ... !
guess I just wasn't ready for
college," she said.
"l would have missed it if I
would have quit. It would have felt
funny," she said.
As a freshman she was a member
of 'UNM's first cross countr y
team, a team which placed ninth
nationally in its initial season.
"I came here because I thought
they would have a pretty good team
and 1 wanted to run with Susie
(Vigil) and the others," Middleton
said.
.. _"'""' .
.
The Physical Education major
..
said, "Last year I didn't think I had
UNM Woman Harrier
as many problems as I really did,
Virginia Middleton

i:tl!'
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C.J. Jones

Other players on• the team
coached by Roy Woods and
assistant coach Eddie Gonzalez are
Elliot Pierce, Herbert Rothe, Mitch
Simpson, Klaus Weber, Antonio
Navarro, Sergio Garcia, Marcos
Espin, Peter Clinch, Nick Klonis,
Carlos Salgado, David Palmer,
Jesus Solis and Richie Spechtold.

No_ More Giving Up

Water Polo Varsity Status Axed

An admissions representative from Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration
will be on campus to meet with students interested in the two year MBA program

Thursday November 3, 1977 at 3 pm
· Faculty Conference Room
Robert 0. Anderson School of Business

The New Mexico All Stars are
pitted against the touring German
Air Force team in what promises to
be an exciting soccer match this
Sunday, Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. in the
Albuqueruque Sports Stadium.
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Kneeling: Goa/iss Paul Gesnar and Jorga Jacoma. Standing:
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GRAND OPENING
Nov. 4th & 5th

...
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Wild Rose New LQCation
2916 Central S.E.
• Alhne••eltaudise 1.0% orr
• Uegister fo•• iree
Birlieustoelis d••awiug

Featu••ed Itent
soft cotton velveteen pants
we1·e 24.00
Now only 10.00

11-6pm
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is "a lot closer than last year's. We
get along better I think."
"This year I enjoy it more.
Running has much more meaning
to it now," she said.
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Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Warm Dinner Toast, Salad
Present lhis coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One .
coupon per customer per visit.

2 for

$229
•
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#2 Breakfast

~~~~FREE

2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
parl1cipal1ng Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One
coupon per customer per Visit.

1

Monday · Friday

2 for

3

~

$1491

5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:
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H. Hopper

KIDS

12 and under, enter BIG BOYS coloring contest.
Details at participating BIG BOYS.
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UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

®
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5115 Central NE
552 Coronado NE
1528 Eubank N E
2100 Menaul NE
66134th ST. NW
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Rates: 15c per word pet day, JJ minimum.
5 or more consecutive days,
9c per word per-day
(no refunds If canceled before 5 Insertions).

Covered

.Eyeglasses ot:~~mtact,.Lf:n,ses· ,

Maken of Hand Made

_ Casey Opt\c.al ~- .!.!.l. · ·•

VVago~

T..1m11 cc>ah In ad vane•.
D~adlln•• 12 no~n lot nut da9'1 pap•1 mauon _Hall rm, 105

Indian ~ewelry
OLDTOWN

0

PERSONALS

0

1.

....1
>.
.......

ACCURATE INFOI~MATION ABOUT contraccplion, stc,ilitutlon, otbortlon. f(ighl to Choose, 294·
0171.
12/3
ll's Main Street People for yout dancing pleasure at
Ned's ..• 'tll2 a.m. this weeki
I 1/3
CONTAC"fS1? Polishing & solullons. Casey Optical
tfn
Company, 255-8736.
VOLUNTEERS Nf:I\DED .,.. close or personal
experience with Anorexia Neurosn. All Information
confidcmial. Call collcct.l·982·S408 aflcr 5 p.rn. 11/4
PROFiiSSOR ROB!li\T LENIII!RO of tile Business
School will lecture on multi·rmt!onal corporarlons:
Tln~rs;Juy, Nov. 3, at 3:30 p.m. utlhc Jnlernatlonal
Center, IROSI.us L11nurs N[l.
11/J
WANTlm: Jurors for mock Jrial, evening November
!7.255·6810.
ll/8
IN CONCERT: Janny Grine, Fri. Nov. 4, 8 p.m.
Fir.~l llnprist Church Auditorium (llroudwuy nn<l
<'crilntl),
ll/4
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I BllDROQM APT. J1un,lslicd, back yard, 5 blocks
from campus. $115.00/rno. 266-7215nflcr 5 p.m.
II /4

HERMES 10 typ~wrilcr. Elite type, excellenl condilfon, $200.00.293-3250 weekdays.
I l/8
GOLF CJ.V[lS, Haig Vllr<~s, bag & covers included,
u~cd twice! $200.00, 293·3250 weekdays.
11/8
MONSTER SALE. Now in progress at UNM Bookslore- books, records, gifls, $UppJics!
! !/!0
TliP. GOLD STREET CIRCUS - Inventory, fix·
turcs, etc., Excellent business opportunity. Conlact
Ccntury-2! Actk>n Really, 881·6446,
11/9
1965 PLY SW. Lnadcd, dependable, $500.00. 877·
8072.
• 1119
CUSTOM WOOD FRAME mirrors. Great X-mas
sin. 877-R072afler 5 p.m.
ll/9

5.

6.

WAl.K TO Cl.ASS. $85.00, J bedroom, tllilitl~s
p~ld. Fenced yard, 262·1751, Valley RcnJals. $30.00
icc.
ll/9
THREE B!.OCKS lo UNM. Coq I bedroom,
$125.00. 262-!751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fcc. 11/9
ROOM & IIOARP: respo~slble fcmnle 10 live-in
(privntc bcdroorn/bnth), & care for children, ages 7
& 9, 2:30p.m. to 9:00p.m., Monday. Friduy, end or
November rhw May, I·Jome J blocks from UNM,
265-53 1a.
1119

z

FORSALE

EMPLOYMENT

Work ir1 the PEACE q>RPS. Ortega 233, 277MAX ELL UD C·90 easscltcs. $3.00 each. Minimum
5907. fs
order six. Free local delivery snmc week. Fireny, nox
7583,87104. 256·1495.
!212. WANTED PART TIME help as Sccurily Guards.
l·lm1rs flexible. Cull S.I.A., 242-5261.
11/14
20 USE!> PORTADL!l TV's, $30.00 to $60.00. 441
OVERSEAS JQilS. summer/year-round. Europe, S.
Wyoming Nil, 2~$-5987.
1/27
America, Au~Jralia, Asia, ere. All fields, $500-$1200
BRAND NEW !976 Kawasaki ! 25, Perfect coo,.dimonthly. f:x~cn~e.l paid, ~ight~ecing. Free informatlon. $600.00. 277-5183.
! 1/3
rlon ·- write International Job Center, Dept. Nil,
GllADUI\TING SENIOR needs lo sell 1973 Veg<t,
llox 4490, llerkelcy, CA 94704.
11/4
6,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new tires. Call 256·
FIND YOLIJ\SEI..F in 'the Peace Corp.~. Ortega 233.
ADD!UlSSERS
WI\NT£iD
immediately!
Work
at
9278.
11/3
277·5907,
fs
home - no experience n~ccssary - excellent pay.
NEW lO·s~ecd bicycle, $80.00, 242·6862,
11/3
Wrilc American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suire 269,
FOUND: 2 rno, old puppy on !0126 ncar duck pond.
1965 MUSTANG F'AST flACK. Original owner, will
Dnllas, TX 75231.
11/16
Identify & claim 277-S 160 or 345-6939.
ll/3
lake best offer. 265-35f>5, usk for Kciko.
! 1/4
WORK PART TIME. $400.00 momhly. Call 881! .OST: mcn;s Uurnsvlfle clus~ ring, Mltchclllln!l, 2nd
! 977 VW BUO, only 4000 mille>. Still new. For more
4585, 9·5 for lot formation.
11/4
Ol>Or restroom. 277-3786.
IJ/4
lnformt\tfon, call 265-3565, ask for Kciko.
11/4
PART TIME su!cs clerk & stocking, Must be aver 2!
LOST: reversible jnekcl beige cnnvas, brown-beige
1974 COROLLA WAGON, Good ccomony, very
ycar.1 old. Apply in person, Savcwny Liquor Store.>,
wool phtld. musricllcd wuisl belt. $20.00 reward, 266·
dependable, Come sec it. Cnli265-356S,
ll/4
5704 Lomas NE: 5516 Mcnuallllvd. NE.
ll/8
9415. Just want lhcjnckct.
ll/10
1974 SAAB Le Wagon back, Ex<;e!lenl car, clean,
CHELSEA STHEET PUB BEATS the new minimum
265-3565, ask for Keiko.
11/4
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips,
1975 FORD GRANADA, Low mileage, Original
Apply In person, Coronado Center. Part or full lime,
owner. 265-3565, ask for Kciko.
11/4
day or night shifts.
12/1
Ql\ 'I"YI'INO SERVICE. 1\ complete typing and
SINGER FUTURA zigzag .1ewfng machine. Top of
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
EARN UP to $5,00 an hour selling SEllRS Weekly.
line, still guaranteed, Auto, bobbin winder, com·
.scholmrlc. Chart~& tables. 345-2125.
12/2
Caii247-ISI8.
11/9
putcri~cd buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg,
LSAT-MCAT RJ::VIEW COURSES, Prepnrc now.
~now$150,00cush.821·4256.
ll/14
TEMPORARY PART TIME emp!oymcm: Stay-In·
Cnll PENM 842·5200.
tfn
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
engineering aides, math aides, ~hysical science aides,
TYPING; MA, l:nglish, on-campus, 296·8564.
fs
RINGS: Up to 50% discount to students, faculty, &
clerks & dcrk·typists. Pay: $2.30/hr, • $4,28/hr.
swff. Example, \4 ct. $95.00, VI ct. $275.00, 1 cr.
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortcgn 233. 277·5907, fs
Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa Visla Hall.
$795.00; by buying direct from lending diamond
EDITOI~IAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
12/2
Importer. For color catalog, send $1.00 to SMA
rcporls, proposals, scripts. Frauenglass Assoclales,
Diamond
lrnponers,
Inc
..
Box
42,
fat1wood,
N.J.
BECOME
A
COLLEGE
CAMPUS
DEALER.
Sell
344-8344.
J 1/18
07023 (indlcalc name of school) or call (212) 662-3390
Brand Name Stereo Componenls at lowest prices.
EXPEI<"fTYPING, 266-4567.
11/9
for location of showroom nearest you.
11/4
High profits:' no investment required. for details,
tonlacl: FAD Componcnls, Inc., 65 Passaic Ave.,
DIAL·O·MA TIC zig-zag sewing machine, makes
P.O. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006. Ilene
bullonholcs, sews on buttons, monograms, without
· Or!owsky, 201-227-6684.
11/3
nltuclunenls, $27.00 and take nmchine. 268-4393.
I !/15
SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed !ay•a-way.
$145.00, utilities paid, City bus service down Central
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down paymem.
avullablc. Apartment includes modern kilchen.
$7.75 per month till balance Is paid off, 266·5871.
Lounge, rcstnuranl & swimming pool on premises.
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, Oy later.
11/15
12901 Central NE, 299-0434.
1212
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 9
DUE TO Dl VORCE. Will sacrifice equity. Red
AU. UTILITIES PAID. Campus 1 bdnn., 3 blocks
n.m. to 9 p.m., 265·9860.
11/4
Classic
Ill
and
nuaehrncrm.
Assume
payments
of
to UNM. Nicely furnished, $55.00. 262-1751, Valley
FREE TRAVEL SERVICE to students and faculty.
$7.00
month,
new
guarantee,
266-5872,
ll/15
Rclttnls. $30.00 fcc.
11/3 ·
lnfwmatlon al lnterconlincntnl Travel Centre, 107
PIONEER Rl:POSSESSED STEREO. Complete
I>ART UTILITIES PI\ ID. 2 bdrm., onll' $!50.00.
Girard Blvd. SE.
11/4
slereo
system,
full
~!zed turntable, big speakers, big
II ike to UNM, 262-1751, Valley f{cntnls, $30.00 fcc.
RIDES I RIDES! RIDES! lTC, 265-98(>0
11/4
AM/FM
stereo,
hope
player.
Assume
payments,
11/3
$7,82pcrmonlh.268-4394.
1!/IS
Rl DES TO NYC weekly. $55.00, lTC, 255·6830.
WALK TO UNM. Large I bdrm., ulr, patio, ulllllies
II/! I
BERTIN IO·SI>ccd, $210.00. Gary, 292·1799.
1118
paid; $135.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fcc.
RIDES TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
CLEARANCE SALE On all merchandise, Shirts only
11/3
$39.00. lTC, 255-6830.
IIIII
$3.50 or 2 for $6.00 al California Fashion Outlel,
POOR OPEN MINDED man seeks same in woman
2318 Ccnlral SE, across fron\Campus. 266-6872. 11/8
to share small house. $35.00/month. Dave, 242-2933.
TOP DOGS: female, red & Inn Doberonann puppies,
!l/8
$30.00. Mule, $50.00. 265·9423,
1117
SHARE EXPENSES with a friend. Spacious 2
CI\SH
PAID
for
baseball
cards.
Richard,
299-4687.
bdrm., quiel NE Heights neighborhood. Wnlk or bike
WHAT.IS A COLLEGE INN? ReercaJioll" rooms.
ll/10
to UNM. 898-9212.
11/9
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
l:!_Ogll!.'.''~·-303 A'h NE, 243-2881.
I J/2

2.

3.

4.

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES

HOUSING

7.

TRAVEL

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

J;,'ast service, quality !lnQ
style at reaS(mabJe COSt
'(/Ve:d door to Casey Rexall Dru~
Lomas at Washington 25§-6329

'TODAY'S CR·DSSWDRD P.UZZL£
ACROSS

relationships
44 King and
Queen, e.g.
45 Greed
47 Loss
48 Begin to
prevail: 2

1 Aromatic
plants
6 ----Alto,.
Cal.
1 0 ----soucl:
Without
wo~ds
care
49 Calendar
14 Spanish city
entry
15 Keenly
50
Most recent
desirlous
54 Mortgage
16 "Thankssecurity: 2
---!"
words
17 Narrow one 57 Slowly;
18 Buffet
Music
entree: 2
58 Brutish
words
person
59 As soon as
20 C~bbage
60 _____ space
diSh
61 S d .
21 Sawbuck
62 R!cia~;pers
22 Four-bagger 63 Bridges
23 Destitute
25 Kind of twin
DOWN
27 Containing
1 Montre~l
NaCI
Canadians:
30 Moved
Informal
ahead
2 Malevolent.
31 Meat dish
3 City on the
32 Electrical
Baltic
conductor
4 Primitive
33 In the past
weapon
36 Vide----:
5 Was In
See before
session
37 Garment of
6 Running
India: Var.
horse
38 Unsightly
7 Shakespearmark '"
e's river
39 Eurasian
B Fern.
nickname
deer
9 Unusual
40 More
sensible
·1 0 Dancer in
Matthew
41 Throw
11 San Fran42 Numerical
cisco's

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

neighbor: 2
words
12 Musical
symbols
13 Metric
measure
19 Aspect
21 OpPQsite of
"heel"
24 Unit
25 Weapon
2B Land mass
27 Top-notch
athlete
28 Pisa's river
29 Belles-letIres
30 Derinds
32 Open boat
34 Assigned
35 Clnnibar
and galena
37 Levanline
ketch
38 Discharge

Georgetown
University
Law Center (Wash. DC)
recruiting
minority
students
Tues., Nov. 8th
Morning-Placement office
·
Afternoon-Chicano
Studies
_______________ J

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates ·
15c per word, $1.00 minimmn charge
Terms Cash in advance

EncioSP.d $ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

. I

\

nia
43 Originates
44 Trinket
45 Famous fur
trader
46 Brink
47 Future officer
49 Numerical
prefix
51 Theater gp.
52 Office
worl~er:

Abbr.
53 Ivan----:
Moviemaker
55 Female deer
56 Outer edge
57 --- Angeles
3

-----:--------------

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
tiipes(s) beginning
, under the heading
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): I. Personals; · 2. Lost & Found;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.·

40 Be sparing
41 Towel insig-.

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.i\'1.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University .of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

